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To tell the legacy of hip-hop rap artist Just Stone, is to tell the story of a Broke Kid, that was
born and raised in a N.Y.C. Ghetto; who was robbing & stealing (Just To Survive). The
difference with Just Stones, and that Broke Kid, is that Just Stones had and still has the ability
to convert his words into a raw rap style that we call Hip-Hop and R&B.

  

Born in New York City, NY. raised in the South Side of Brooklyn, NY., Just Stones had never
associated with kid's his own age, instead he would roll with the older crowd (The Original
Gangster's).

  

Although Just Stones has never committed murder or rape, he still found himself incarcerated
for three years (1994 till-1997). His incarceration is where Just Stones skills as a lyricist's began
to exceed: as he involved himself in battle rap's (freestyle) with other inmates whom
themselves, also we''re versatile in (freestyling.) As we all know in the penitentiary one must
gain their respect, and of course uphold their respect. That's when Just Stones learned, that to
be the best, means to stay the best. 

  

With no hesitation day's after Just Stones release, his one and only  goal was to record track's,
so that world can hear him. Just Stones
 
journey began from recording home boot leg tape's and CD's, to
 
recording in professional studio's from New York to Canada. Just Stones has been pursuing his
goal's, with the love of his family, and strength from the Hood.

  

Just Stones main ambition, was and still is becoming the world's favorite Hip-Hop artist. So to
do so, he's showing the world, that he is in fact, their next newest Super Star. By introducing his
hits after hits single's, starting with Mamacita & On Top, from the up-coming album ‘Throwing
Stones At You’. Just Stones has proven that he is, and will remain on entertaining the Hip Hop
and R&B Nation.

  

Just Stones album ‘Throw Stones At You’ includes ‘Mamacita’ & ‘On-Top’, 2 hit singles that are
now pop’in in the New York hip-hop clubs. Watch for the album to drop and check out the web
site HERE  for more information.
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http://www.lionsoundtrack.com/
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